NUT midline carcinoma (NMC), a subtype of squamous cell cancer, is one of the most aggressive human solid malignancies known. NMC is driven by the creation of a translocation oncoprotein, BRD4-NUT, which blocks differentiation and drives growth of NMC cells. BRD4-NUT forms distinctive nuclear foci in patient tumors, which we found correlate with ∼100 unprecedented, hyperacetylated expanses of chromatin that reach up to 2 Mb in size. These "megadomains" appear to be the result of aberrant, feed-forward loops of acetylation and binding of acetylated histones that drive transcription of underlying DNA in NMC patient cells and naïve cells induced to express BRD4-NUT. Megadomain locations are typically cell lineage-specific; however, the cMYC and TP63 regions are targeted in all NMCs tested and play functional roles in tumor growth. Megadomains appear to originate from select pre-existing enhancers that progressively broaden but are ultimately delimited by topologically associating domain (TAD) boundaries. Therefore, our findings establish a basis for understanding the powerful role played by large-scale chromatin organization in normal and aberrant lineage-specific gene transcription.
Defective chromatin regulators are a common feature of cancer. However, understanding the relevant consequences in most malignancies has been difficult because the disrupted pathways are complex and poorly understood. NUT midline carcinoma (NMC) provides a powerful model in which a translocation-derived fusion protein plays a defining role in the oncogenic blockade of squamous cell differentiation (French et al. 2003; Bauer et al. 2012) .
NMC is characterized by the presence of NUT fusion oncogenes (also known as NUTM1), the most common being BRD4-NUT. The NUT fusion oncogenes are as yet the only genetic abnormality found in this cancer, which otherwise typically reveals simple cytogenetics (Kees et al. 1991; Kubonishi et al. 1991; Lee et al. 1993; Toretsky et al. 2003; Thompson-Wicking et al. 2013) . Moreover, the years of acquired mutations that form more common squamous cell carcinomas are not required for NMC, which frequently occurs in children and has been reported in neonates (French et al. 2004; Shehata et al. 2010; Bauer et al. 2012) . The existence of this single oncogene in an extraordinarily aggressive subtype of squamous cell carcinoma (median survival, 6.7 mo) (Bauer et al. 2012) suggests that BRD4-NUT is a powerful driving oncoprotein with defined targets that should be amenable to chromatin-based analyses. Indeed, knockdown of BRD4-NUT leads to terminal squamous differentiation and arrested proliferation of NMC cells, indicating that it plays a critical role in proliferation through a blockade of differentiation (French et al. 2008) .
All known NUT fusion oncogenes (BRD3-NUT [French et al. 2008 ], BRD4-NUT, or NSD3-NUT ) result in the association of NUT with a BET protein, BRD4 or BRD3, defined by the presence of dual bromodomains and an ET domain. The BET protein tethers NUT to acetylated chromatin via its dual bromodomains, forming ∼80-100 large, hyperacetylated nuclear foci ( Fig. 1A ; French et al. 2008; Reynoird et al. 2010; Yan et al. 2011 ; data not shown). The function of these foci is not known; however, they have been observed in all of the BRD-NUT tumor tissue and patient cells examined to date (French et al. 2008; Haack et al. 2009; Reynoird et al. 2010; Yan et al. 2011) . The critical nature of the bromodomain-acetyl-lysine interaction has been exploited by the development of acetyl lysine mimetic molecules, termed BET inhibitors, that rapidly induce differentiation of NMC cells both in vitro and in vivo (Filippakopoulos et al. 2010 ) with concomitant disappearance of the hyperacetylated nuclear foci. The effect of BET inhibitors on NMC growth has led to clinical trials treating NMC (ClinicalTrials.gov identifiers NCT01587703, NCT01987362, NCT02259114) and numerous new studies indicating that many other cancer types, including more common hematopoietic and solid malignancies, are dependent on endogenous, nonmutant BRD4 for growth (Delmore et al. 2011; Mertz et al. 2011; Zuber et al. 2011; Henssen et al. 2013; Puissant et al. 2013; Asangani et al. 2014) . In these non-NMC cancers, it appears that an important function of BRD4 is its association with genes that define cell identity and encode critical oncogenic driver proteins, such as MYC. MYC has also been implicated as a critical target of BRD4-NUT .
Studies investigating NUT, which is not expressed in normal squamous cells, have provided an important clue to understanding BRD4-NUT function. The NUT portion of BRD-NUT oncoproteins contains a putative transcriptional activation domain that can recruit p300 and activate its histone acetyltransferase (HAT) activity (Reynoird et al. 2010) . It is hypothesized that a feed-forward loop of p300 recruitment, acetylation, and further BRD-NUT recruitment to newly acetylated chromatin leads to the sequestration of p300 into BRD-NUT nuclear foci (Reynoird et al. 2010; French 2012) . This has led to two nonmutually exclusive models for how BRD-NUT drives oncogenesis. In one, BRD-NUT represses the expression of prodifferentiation genes through its sequestration of p300 away from these genes (Reynoird et al. 2010; Yan et al. 2011; French 2012 French , 2014 . In the other, BRD-NUT directs p300-dependent transcriptional activity to genes required for proliferation and the blockade of differentiation (French 2014; Wang and You 2015) .
To define the molecular mechanisms underlying this extraordinarily potent oncoprotein, we sought to identify the genomic loci with which BRD4-NUT associates and define its effects on transcription. Strikingly, we discovered that the BRD4-NUT protein occupies ∼100-200 extremely broad, cell type-specific hyperacetylated domains in the genome. These "megadomains" are much larger than typical activated regions, ranging from 100 kb to 2 Mb. In NMC patient cells, megadomains are associated with the induction of BET inhibitor-sensitive transcription of underlying DNA, leading to dysregulation of MYC, p63, MED24, and additional potential targets. Our ability to induce megadomains in naïve cells revealed initiation at seed sites, typically enhancers but surprisingly not biased toward superenhancers. Most strikingly, megadomains spread to selectively fill entire topologically associating domains (TADs). These results implicate a dramatic misregulation of chromatin and transcription within TAD-delimited regulatory domains in BRD-NUT-driven oncogenesis.
Results
BRD4-NUT nuclear foci correspond to chromatin-bound 'megadomains' that drive ectopic transcription in naïve cells BRD4-NUT associates with chromatin via the dual bromodomains of BRD4 (Dey et al. 2003; French et al. 2008; Grayson et al. 2014) , forming ∼80-100 large foci that can be visualized in interphase nuclei and metaphase chromosomes (Fig. 1A) . The number of BRD4-NUT foci are similar in cultured NMC cell lines and primary NMC patient tissue. The size of the nuclear foci suggests that BRD4-NUT protein interactions occur in large aggregates (Reynoird et al. 2010; Yan et al. 2011 ). BRD4-NUT binding might aggregate acetylated chromatin in three dimensions or, alternatively, encompass large contiguous stretches of the genome. To investigate whether expression of BRD4-NUT is sufficient to form foci in non-NMC cells, we expressed transgenic BioTAP-tagged BRD4-NUT in 293TRex, a derivative of the 293T cell line originating from embryonic kidneys (Supplemental Fig. S1A ). The BioTAP tag consists of a protein A moiety and a biotin-accepting sequence that is recognized by endogenous mammalian biotin ligases and has been successfully applied to the analysis of diverse chromatin proteins (Alekseyenko et al. 2014a,b) . We found that expression of either N-terminal-tagged or C-terminal-tagged BioTAP-BRD4-NUT caused the formation of hyperacetylated nuclear foci in 293T cells, similar in number and appearance to those of endogenous BRD4-NUT in cultured patient-derived cells or primary tumor tissue ( Fig. 1B ; data not shown).
Based on these results, we proceeded to perform ChIPseq (chromatin immunoprecipitation [ChIP] combined with deep sequencing) from the 293T cells expressing tagged BRD4-NUT via tandem affinity pull-down of the BioTAP tag. We found that both N-terminal-tagged and C-terminal-tagged BioTAP-BRD4-NUT were bound at highly enriched and very broad domains in the 293TRex genome (262 regions at a size cutoff of 96 kb) (example shown in Fig. 1C ). Based on their unprecedented size, we named these BRD4-NUT regions "megadomains."
To confirm that these results were independent of the epitope tag used, we expressed Flag-BRD4-NUT-HA and found that it bound to the same set of broad domains in 293T cells. Consistent with previous imaging data of nuclear foci, these BRD4-NUT megadomains also showed marked enrichment for H3K27 acetylation by ChIP-seq ( Fig. 1C; Supplemental Fig. S1B ). While H3K27ac normally marks active enhancers and other regulatory regions, the spatial extent of the H3K27ac enrichment at the BRD4-NUT domains is an order of magnitude larger than recently defined "superenhancers" (Fig. 1D,E) and displays a more continuously enriched profile rather than appearing as a cluster of individual peaks (Fig. 1C , Fig. S1 ). E). As the H3K27ac antibody provides a particularly robust signal, we used it to optimize the parameters for uniform calling of megadomain boundaries in different cell types going forward (see the Materials and Methods). The megadomains in 293T cells ranged in size from 96 kb to 1.4 Mb (mean size of 247 kb).
We next sought to evaluate the effect of BRD4-NUT binding on transcription of underlying DNA. Nascent RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) performed to capture immediate changes in transcription revealed that BioTAP-BRD4-NUT megadomains were associated with an overall increase in transcription of genes and noncoding RNAs (ncRNAs) within the domain and adjacent regions ( Fig. 1C; Supplemental Fig. S2A ). The fact that this occurs in naïve cells that do not harbor an endogenous BRD4-NUT oncoprotein supports a model in which expression of BRD4-NUT leads to de novo megadomain formation and increased transcription.
Cell type-specific megadomains drive transcription in NMC patient cells
To determine whether the results in 293T cells are representative of BRD4-NUT localization and activity in patient NMC cells, we examined 797TRex Flp-in cells induced to express BioTAP-tagged BRD4-NUT. 797TRex Flp-in cells are derived from TC-797 cells from a patient with NMC (Toretsky et al. 2003) and express endogenous oncogenic BRD4-NUT. Analysis of DNA from the BioTAP-BRD4-NUT pull-downs revealed a number and size of megadomains similar to those in 293TRex cells (Fig. 1F) , but, interestingly, there was very little overlap between 797TRex and 293TRex megadomains (Supplemental Fig. S1C ). To test whether the megadomains could be an artifact of overexpression of tagged BRD4-NUT, we performed ChIP of endogenous BRD4-NUT in TC-797 cells using a highly specific monoclonal antibody to NUT (Haack et al. 2009 ). Anti-NUT ChIPseq revealed that endogenous BRD4-NUT occupied similar-sized megadomains that mostly overlapped those in 797TRex-BioTAP-BRD4-NUT cells (73.2% based on overall sequence overlap; 56% based on the number of domains), confirming our original result with recombinant BioTAP-BRD4-NUT (Fig. 1F) .
Despite the lack of overlap between most regions bound in TC-797 and 293T cells, BRD4-NUT megadomains in TC-797 cells are also strongly enriched for H3K27ac (Fig.  1F ) and show other chromatin features associated with active transcription, as previously noted for BRD4-NUT nuclear foci (Reynoird et al. 2010; Yan et al. 2011) . Specifically, ChIP-seq in TC-797 cells revealed concurrent enrichment of megadomains for H3K9Ac, H3K14Ac, and H3K36Me3 ( Fig. 2A) .
If BRD4-NUT megadomains require bromodomain interaction with acetylated chromatin and are important for the block in differentiation of NMC cells in culture, then treatment with the BET inhibitor JQ1, which leads to differentiation of NMC cells (Filippakopoulos et al. 2010) , should reverse their formation. Indeed, we found that megadomain occupancy by endogenous BRD4-NUT diminished rapidly (Figs. 1F, 2B ) within 4 h of JQ1 treatment.
To determine the impact of the BRD4-NUT megadomains on transcription in TC-797 cells, we performed nascent RNA-seq over a time course following JQ1 treatment of TC-797 cells (Figs. 1F, 2C, D) . Transcription decreased with similar kinetics in both genic and intergenic regions, with some small degree of recovery observed by 4 h (Supplemental Fig. S2B ). At 4 h following JQ1 treatment, the genes within megadomains were significantly more affected than those outside (>1 Mb away; P = 2.0 × 10 −28 , Wilcoxon rank-sum test), with the majority exhibiting downregulation of expression (85.8%) (Fig. 2D) . These results confirmed the strong link between BRD4-NUT targeting, histone acetylation, and increased transcription.
Megadomains initiate from a cell-specific subset of enhancers It has been hypothesized that a feed-forward loop of p300 recruitment, acetylation, and further BRD4-NUT recruitment to newly acetylated chromatin is a primary feature of BRD4-NUT potency (Reynoird et al. 2010; French 2012; Wang and You 2015) . To determine whether this model might be relevant to the formation of BRD4-NUT megadomains, we asked whether p300 was broadly colocalized with BRD4-NUT in NMC patient cells. We found a strong correlation between BRD4-NUT, p300, and active histone marks, particularly H3K27ac, in megadomains (Figs. 1F, 2A) . These results support the feed-forward model in which the NUT portion of the fusion oncoprotein attracts HATs to reinforce and spread BRD4 binding through its bromodomains.
To further test the model, we asked whether induction of BRD4-NUT in naïve cells might show a time course of progression from initial binding sites to full megadomain targeting. We performed ChIP-seq for H3K27ac over a time course of BRD4-NUT induction in 293TRex Flp-in cells, aiming to identify the elements within the megadomains from which the BRD4-NUT domain formation initiates. We found that BRD4-NUT induction results in the gradual spread of BRD4-NUT from relatively narrow peaks into megadomains, accompanied by simultaneous coexpansion of H3K27Ac (Fig. 2E) . Focusing on H3K27ac, we examined the earliest (2-h) time point to determine a set of "early domains" within the regions that will give rise to megadomains. We found that before BRD4-NUT induction, the regions that will become these "early domains" (or seed regions) are strongly enriched with H3K27ac. The H3K27ac enrichment of these seed regions is comparable in magnitude with enrichment observed at enhancers and is notably higher than the interseed regions that will eventually become filled in by the megadomains (Fig. 2F ). This indicates that, in most cases, the megadomain initiates from a "seed" enhancer or regulatory region already existing in the cell of origin. Despite the association of wild-type BRD4 and H3K27ac occupancy with "superenhancers" implicated in various cancers (Loven et al. 2013) , it should be noted that the seed enhancers in our analyses are not the most active set of enhancers, The domain border expansion is traced using green (expanding to the left) and red (expanding to the right) arrows. Seed regions are indicated by brown dotted circles, and an interseed region that will later "fill in" with BRD4-NUT and H3K27ac is indicated with a dotted green circle. For illustrative purposes, dotted arrows from seed and interseed regions point to corresponding regions in the violin plot (F) of all seed and interseed regions. (F ) BRD4-NUT megadomain seed regions are enriched with H3K27ac. The violin plots show H3K27ac enrichment in 293T cells prior to BRD4-NUT induction for the seed regions that will show BRD4-NUT enrichment within 2 h following induction (early domains; brown) and the interseed regions that will be bound by BRD4-NUT only after 2 h (late domains; green). Colored dotted arrows pointing from the corresponding examples of these regions in Figure 1E are shown for illustrative purposes. The H3K27ac enrichment level found at regular enhancers within 293T cells is shown as a reference (gray). Genome-wide average enrichment of H3K27ac is shown with the dashed brown line. (G) Examples of the three classes of BRD4-NUT domain formation. Domains of the first class are formed by expanding from a single pre-existing H3K27ac region. Class 2 domains form by expanding from multiple pre-existing H3K27ac regions. Class 3 domains start with one or more pre-existing H3K27ac regions and activate additional enhancer-like regions during formation (see also Supplemental Fig. S2 ).
and, perhaps surprisingly, superenhancers are not overrepresented among "seed" regions (P = 0.988) (Supplemental Fig. S2C ).
The BRD4-NUT induction time course suggests three types of domains, the simplest one containing a single seed enhancer (class 1), more complex cases containing multiple seed enhancers (class 2), and some in which additional enhancer-like regions arise, including some without pre-existing enhancers (class 3) (Fig. 2G ). These three classes account for 46.5% of megadomains, while the remaining megadomains form without clearly defined seed regions, although the exact fraction depends on the stringency of the enhancer calls (Supplemental Fig. S2D ).
The lack of overlap between megadomains observed in 293T and TC-797 cells (Supplemental Fig. S1D ) and the observation that many megadomains arise from pre-existing enhancers are consistent with a model in which localization of the BRD4-NUT megadomains is determined by the initial transcriptional and regulatory configuration of the cell. By that logic, megadomains in cells of similar derivation should demonstrate more overlap. Furthermore, the location of megadomains in NMC cells may reveal common gene targets that are critical to the blockade of differentiation and growth of NMC cells. Thus, we compared, by ChIP-seq, the localization of endogenous BRD-NUT megadomains in several different NMCs, including TC-797 (BRD4-NUT + , thymus), PER-403 (BRD4-NUT + , lung), 1015 (BRD4-NUT + , lung), and tumor tissue from which 1015 was derived (Fig. 3A-C) . Consistent with our expectations, the non-NMC 293T cells showed the most distinct megadomain placement compared with the NMC-originating cells. Similarly, we found the highest domain number overlap between the 1015 cell line and the patient tumor tissue of origin (72%), demonstrating that megadomains are not artifacts of cells in culture but are also observed in NMC patient tissue. This is also consistent with the characteristic detection of BRD4-NUT nuclear foci in both NMC tumors and patient- Table  1S) ; however, the mean size of megadomains was within the same magnitude (247-565 kb) in all of the examined cell lines.
Megadomains often fill TADs
As many megadomains exhibit well-defined boundaries, we sought to identify genomic elements that may determine the extent of the megadomains. Recently published high-resolution Hi-C data have demonstrated that TADs are chromatin compartments that are largely conserved in their positions between cell types (Dixon et al. 2012) . Therefore, we used high-resolution mapping data from the GM12878 cell line (Rao et al. 2014) to determine whether megadomain boundaries in NMC cells commonly coincide with the boundaries of TADs (Fig. 4A) . Indeed, the average Hi-C signal (observed over expected) across all megadomains (Fig. 4B ) as well as TAD boundary scores ( Fig. 4C ; see the Materials and Methods) demonstrate that most of the megadomains are bounded by the extent of a TAD. As was previously observed for TAD boundaries (Dixon et al. 2012; Rao et al. 2014) , the megadomain boundaries also show significant enrichment in occurrence of active enhancers (Fig. 4D ), CTCF binding (Fig.  4E) , and transcription start sites (P < 0.001) (Supplemental Fig. S2E ).
Examining the genomic regions where megadomains occur in more than one cell type, we found that the exact boundaries of megadomains can vary between cell types, with their positions coinciding with secondary minor TAD boundaries within larger major TADs (Fig. 4A) . We also found that, in some cases, the megadomains do not exhibit well-defined boundaries, with the enrichment of BRD4-NUT and H3K27ac tapering off without reaching the TAD boundary (Supplemental Fig. S4 ). This suggests that the extent of megadomains is determined by a dynamic balance of acetylation and deacetylation, with more prominent domains being able to extend the entire length of a TAD and, in some cases, overcome intermediate TAD boundaries. These observations are consistent with important roles for TADs in delimiting chromatin and regulatory domains within the genome (Dixon et al. 2012; Lupianez et al. 2015) . The ability to fill whole megabase-scale regulatory regions is an exceptional characteristic of BRD4-NUT that is likely to help fuel its oncogenic properties.
Megadomains overlap at oncogenic loci in multiple NMC cell lines
Because megadomains are associated with increased transcription of underlying and nearby genes, the common megadomains may deregulate the expression of genes critical to NMC oncogenic growth. We therefore identified genes within megadomains common to multiple (at least three of four) NMCs whose expression decreased most significantly upon treatment with JQ1. We found 1826 annotated genes within or adjacent to (±1 Mb from the edge of the megadomain) overlapping megadomains in at least three of four cell lines. Of these genes, 103 demonstrated significant reduction in expression in response to JQ1 treatment (twofold reduction; P < 0.001), but only 33 exhibited relatively abundant (fragments per kilobase of exon per million reads mapped [FPKM] > 0.5) baseline expression (Table 1) . Within this group of 33 genes, there are 13 long ncRNAs (lncRNAs), among which were three-PVT1, CCAT1 (CARLo-5), and CASC19 (CARLo-6)-that map near the MYC locus and are reported to play oncogenic roles in its up-regulation ( Fig. 3C ; Nagoshi et al. 2012; Kim et al. 2014; Riquelme et al. 2014; Tseng et al. 2014; Xiang et al. 2014; Zhang et al. 2014) . The identification of these lncRNA loci associated with BRD-NUT megadomains is of particular interest given the known critical role of MYC in the blockade of differentiation and maintenance of NMC growth ). Other cancer-related genes in this group include the squamous carcinoma-associated oncogene TP63 (Stransky et al. 2011; Ramsey et al. 2013; Venkatanarayan et al. 2015) , SOX5 (Zafarana et al. 2002; Ma et al. 2009 ), MYB (Yokota et al. 1986; Miao et al. 2011; Gao et al. 2014) , and MED24 (Clark et al. 2002; Luoh 2002; Hasegawa et al. 2012) . The identification of several JQ1-sensitive cancer-associated genes underlying megadomains common to multiple NMC cell lines and tissue provides support for our hypothesis that BRD-NUT megadomains may deregulate expression of critical progrowth genes.
Our next set of experiments was designed to determine whether the expression of at least a subset of these megadomain/cancer-associated genes is required for NMC 
Gene Prioritization
The schematic figure on the left illustrates the prioritization criteria. The table lists growth. We first sought to determine the importance of PVT1 and CCAT1 lncRNAS in the blockade of differentiation and proliferation of NMC cells given (1) their strong JQ1 sensitivity in our nascent-seq and quantitative RT-PCR (qRT-PCR) profiles ( Fig. 3C; Supplemental Fig.  S5A ), (2) their linkage and prior relationships to MYC regulation, and (3) their association with megadomains that overlap in all NMC cell lines and tissue analyzed, including a BRD3-NUT NMC cell line, 10326 (Fig. 3A,C) . CCAT1 has been implicated in up-regulation of MYC, but we were unable to achieve sufficient knockdown of this lncRNA to adequately evaluate its effect on MYC levels or the growth of NMC cells (data not shown). However, treatment with siRNAs targeting PVT1 (Fig. 5A ) resulted in differentiation of TC-797 NMC cells, as scored by expression of the epithelial marker keratin and the terminal squamous differentiation marker involucrin (Fig. 5B-D) , morphologic flattening (Fig. 5C) , and decreased proliferation (Fig. 5E ). In these cells, knockdown of PVT1 resulted in decreased MYC protein but not RNA ( Fig. 5F ; Supplemental Fig. S5B ), supporting a post-transcriptional role for PVT1 RNA in MYC regulation. These results are consistent with studies in mice in which PVT1 RNA has been proposed to stabilize MYC protein through direct interaction (Tseng et al. 2014) . Our results support a mechanism by which BRD-NUT megadomains maintain MYC protein levels and thereby blockade of differentiation at least in part through the up-regulation of PVT1 lncRNA.
We next turned our attention to genes not previously implicated in NMC pathogenesis whose expression is coupled to megadomains. Identification of the Mediator subunit MED24 as a BRD4-NUT target gene (Table 1) suggested an additional positive reinforcement loop for BRD4-NUT oncogenesis, as Mediator is known to interact physically with BRD4 (Jiang et al. 1998; Houzelstein et al. 2002; Dawson et al. 2011; Rahman et al. 2011) . While MED24 serves a broad role in transcriptional regulation during embryonic development (Ito et al. 2002) , its postembryonic role appears to be tissue-specific coactivation of gene expression (Gu et al. 1999; Zhang and Fondell 1999) . It is essential for pubertal breast development and in vitro breast cancer growth and is amplified in breast cancer (Clark et al. 2002; Luoh 2002; Hasegawa et al. 2012) . The known physical association of MED24 and BRD4 (Dawson et al. 2011; Rahman et al. 2011) as well as BRD4's well-documented role in breast and other epithelial cancers (Crawford et al. 2008; Kadota et al. 2009; Alsarraj and Hunter 2012; Asangani et al. 2014; Shi et al. 2014 Shi et al. , 2015 made MED24 a particularly attractive novel BRD4-NUT target to evaluate for its oncogenic function. Therefore, we tested the effect of MED24 knockdown on TC-797 cells in culture. We found that siRNAs targeting MED24 (Fig. 5G) induced differentiation of TC-797 NMC cells, as scored by expression of keratin (Fig. 5H,I ), morphologic flattening (Fig. 5H) , and decreased proliferation (Fig. 5J) . These results support a model in which MED24 participation as both a target and a cofactor of BRD4-NUT protein complexes is likely to provide another positive reinforcement loop for the establishment of megadomains and their transcriptional activity.
Finally, we noted that TP63 maps to a megadomain region in all NMC cells tested and is also sensitive to JQ1 treatment (Table 1) . TP63 is an epithelial-specific developmental gene (Yang et al. 1998; Koster and Roop 2004) that encodes a transcription factor with an established role in squamous cell carcinoma (Stransky et al. 2011; Ramsey et al. 2013; Venkatanarayan et al. 2015) . Furthermore, p63 is a p53 family member whose oncogenic ΔN isoform is expressed in the majority of NMCs (Bishop and Westra 2012; Tilson and Bishop 2013) . Therefore, to test for a potential role in NMC, we treated TC-797 cells with siRNAs against TP63. We found that knockdown of p63 led to markedly decreased viability of NMC cells (Fig.  5K,L) but, interestingly, did not lead to differentiation (Supplemental Fig. S5D ). These results suggest that TP63 is yet another megadomain-associated gene required for NMC cell growth and viability but lacks a detectable role in the blockade of differentiation. Taken together, the findings further support a mechanism by which BRD4-NUT maintains NMC growth and arrested differentiation through not only the regulation of MYC but also the positive regulation of MED24 and p63. Thus, even in this "simple" genetic cancer model, our results suggest that multiple BRD4-NUT megadomain-regulated factors conspire to block differentiation and/or maintain cancer growth.
Discussion

A shortcut to epithelial cancer
Normal cells possess multiple mechanisms to protect against events that may lead to abnormal proliferation. Cancer cells navigate around these safeguards through the acquisition of numerous aberrations, including the development of immortalization, resistance to apoptosis, alteration of cellular metabolism, maintenance of growth, and avoidance of growth suppression. To attain these "hallmarks of cancer" (Hanahan and Weinberg 2000) , epithelial cancer cells characteristically evolve complex mutational backgrounds. NMC is one rare epithelial cancer that has possibly developed a genetic shortcut to acquire this cancer phenotype, as evidenced by its simple cytogenetics and occurrence in infants and young children. Here we demonstrate a likely mechanism for this short evolution: massive disruption of normal gene regulation at key cell type-specific genes in NMC cells by the oncogenic fusion protein BRD4-NUT. Our model of this feed-forward process is illustrated in Figure 6 . BRD4-NUT forms enormous (0.1-to 1.5-Mb) contiguous stretches of active chromatin, which we termed "megadomains." Megadomains are enriched with BRD4-NUT and p300, resulting in increased transcription of underlying ncRNAs and adjacent genes. The expression of at least a subset of megadomain-containing genes is critical to the growth of the host NMC cell.
While the chromatin-association of megadomains is bromodomain-dependent, their genomic localization varies with respect to cell type, showing more similarity between cells of similar origin. BRD4 has been implicated in maintaining cell identity through its interaction with gene regulatory regions (Dey et al. 2003 (Dey et al. , 2009 Di Micco et al. 2014) . In part, the maintenance of cell identity is postulated to occur through stable interaction of BRD4 with chromosomes during mitosis (Dey et al. 2000) . Similarly, we found that BRD4-NUT remains constitutively associated with chromosomes during mitosis (Fig. 1A) . Thus, it is interesting to speculate that the limited number of BRD4-NUT megadomains may identify critical loci that help define heritable cell states.
Megadomain formation
When we investigated the formation of megadomains in a heterologous cell line (293T) that does not ordinarily express BRD4-NUT, we found that megadomains initially appear as small peaks at seed regions corresponding to a select set of enhancers and gene promoters. The megadomains spread gradually either unidirectionally or bidirectionally, reminiscent of other "epigenetic" processes in biology such as position effect variegation (PEV), mating type silencing, and dosage compensation. That BRD4-NUT seed regions are located at enhancers or promoters is expected because BRD4 is known to target these highly acetylated regions (Loven et al. 2013; Kanno et al. 2014) . What is unclear is why not all promoter/enhancer regions targeted by BRD4 act as seed regions for megadomains. Interestingly, no bias toward the expansion of superenhancers was detected. The distinct patterns of BRD4-NUT domains observed in cells of different patients suggest that multiple alternative factors or stochastic processes may be involved.
In contrast, a common characteristic among different NMC cell types is the large size of megadomains. Although the feed-forward model would predict the possibility of a runaway "chromatin-walking machine" that traverses the entire chromosome, the size of megadomains is limited by TADs or their underlying genomic content. In some cases, megadomains may fill entire regulatory regions for a single functional unit or gene, such as those near MYC, that contain multiple distant enhancers and lncRNAs implicated in the regulation of its expression. Thus, it is possible that megadomain breadth highlights the size and complexity of key, cell type-defining regulatory units structurally organized by TADs. The ability of BRD4-NUT to spread and fill whole regulatory compartments for genes like MYC is likely to explain the extremely aggressive nature of NMC.
While the size of megadomains appears unprecedented, it is possible that similar mechanisms may be used in other biological systems where spreading of acetylation could serve to remodel large chromatin domains. In this regard, it may be significant that wild-type NUT and BRDT, a family member of BRD4, are coexpressed in post-meiotic spermatids (Haack et al. 2009; Goudarzi et al. 2014) . Since histone replacement during spermatid chromatin compaction requires hyperacetylation of the entire genome (Boussouar et al. 2008; Rousseaux et al. 2008; Goudarzi et al. 2014) , one could speculate that BRDT and NUT could be involved in a similar feed-forward process. Figure 6 . Feed-forward model of megadomain formation. BRD4-NUT is tethered to acetylated chromatin by BRD4 bromodomains. The NUT portion of the fusion protein recruits p300, leading to increased local histone acetylation and thus a self-perpetuating recruitment of BRD4-NUT. The ultimate result is uncontrolled spreading of BRD4-NUT across chromatin, forming megadomains that typically are limited only by TAD boundaries.
Finally, in addition to their relevance to BRD4-NUTdriven disease, the ability to induce megadomain formation and visualize select TADs as discrete nuclear foci in interphase cells may assist in future investigation of the behavior of these fundamental units of the genome during cellular transitions and differentiation.
Importance of the target cell NMC is a rare (French et al. 2004; Evans et al. 2012; French 2012; Petrini et al. 2012; Fang et al. 2013) , poorly differentiated carcinoma that almost invariably exhibits features of squamous cell origin (French et al. 2004; Bauer et al. 2012; Bishop and Westra 2012) . Given that oncogenic chromosomal translocations can be relatively frequent (Shtivelman et al. 1987; Tomlins et al. 2005; Soda et al. 2007) , it is unlikely that the rarity of NMC is entirely due to the infrequency of the translocation but rather is due to the inability of most cells in the body to survive the consequences of BRD-NUT expression. Indeed, no cell type tested can survive prolonged overexpression of recombinant BRD4-NUT in culture (CA French, unpubl.) . Perhaps BRD4-NUT can only circumvent the pathways that guard against its progrowth, anti-differentiation effects in a specific subtype of primordial squamous cell that is most abundant during young adulthood, the peak age of patients with NMC (Bauer et al. 2012; French 2012) . What characteristic does a squamous precursor cell have that may allow circumvention of guardian pathways by BRD4-NUT? We propose that the chromatin landscape of the squamous precursor cell may have the "right" set of active seed sites for full transformation by BRD4-NUT. Other cell types may not survive because they do not have the set of poised regions necessary for survival.
In addition, squamous cell carcinoma nearly always has loss-of-function mutations of TP53, a powerful tumor suppressor that guards against mutagenesis through DNA repair and induction of apoptosis (Stransky et al. 2011; The Cancer Genome Atlas Network 2015) . There is evidence that BRD4-NUT facilitates acetylation of p53 through p300, leading to its sequestration and inactivation within BRD4-NUT foci (Reynoird et al. 2010) . Intriguingly, we also found a TP53-related squamous cell-expressed gene, TP63, to be regulated by a BRD4-NUT megadomain in all NMCs tested, resulting in JQ1-sensitive TP63 expression (Supplemental Fig. S5C ). The ΔN isoform of p63 has been shown to act as a dominant-negative protein against p53 (Yang et al. 1998 , Venkatanarayan et al. 2015 ; thus, its expression in NMC may further inhibit an already compromised p53. These findings support a possible mechanism by which BRD4-NUT can evade gatekeeper functions of p53.
Identification of therapeutic vulnerabilities in chromatin-driven cancers
Even as we propose that NMC driven by BRD4-NUT translocation is a "simple" model for chromatin-driven carcinogenesis, we provide evidence for the perturbation of multiple factors leading to oncogenic disruption in squamous cell differentiation by BRD4-NUT. The feed-forward loops that may perpetuate the aggressive nature of this disease are a major concern. Bromodomain inhibitor therapy shows great promise because it can break the cycle between excess acetylation and BRD4-NUT interaction with those acetylated lysines. Although additional potential targets may not be amenable to chemical inhibition (e.g., MYC), identification of the downstream targets of such factors via iterative, chromatin-based analyses may ultimately reveal combinations of vulnerabilities to be exploited in future therapies.
Materials and methods
Cell culture
NMC cell lines TC-797 (Toretsky et al. 2003) , 1015 , and 10326 (French et al. 2008) were maintained in Dulbecco modified Eagle medium (DMEM) (Invitrogen) supplemented with 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Atlanta Biologicals, S10350), 1% penicillin-streptomycin, and 1× GlutaMAX (Invitrogen). PER-403 (Kees et al. 1991) was maintained in DMEM with 20% FBS and supplemented as above.
797TRex and 293TRex cells, which contain a single genomic FRT recombination site, were maintained as above with blasticidin and zeocin (Invitrogen). The 797TRex and 293-TRex/N-Bio-TAP-BRD4-NUT, TRex/C-BioTAP-BRD4-NUT, and Flag-BRD4-NUT-HA cell lines were generated by recombination with the plasmid pcDNA5 FRT/TO/N-BioTAP BRD4NUT, FRT/TO/CBioTAP BRD4NUT, or Flag-BRD4-NUT-HA (details on vectors and constructs will be provided on request) using the Flp-In technology manufacturer's instructions (Invitrogen). The resulting cell lines were maintained in medium (above) supplemented with blasticidin (Invitrogen) and hygromycin (Sigma). pEGFPC1-BRD4-NUT was created as described (French et al. 2008 ) and transfected into 293T cells using Lipofectamine 2000 according to the manufacturer's instructions (Life Technologies).
ChIP-seq procedure and data analysis Cells (1.5 × 10 9 ) grown as monolayer cultures in 150-mm dishes (100 plates total) were used for BioTAP-XL purification. Tetracycline (1 μg/mL) was added to 60%-70% confluent culture to induce transcription of the N-BioTAP-tagged or C-BioTAP-tagged BRD4-NUT cDNA clones for 24 h. The main steps of BioTAP-XL procedure were performed as described (Alekseyenko et al. 2014a (Alekseyenko et al. , 2015 , as follows: harvesting cells, formaldehyde crosslinking, chromatin preparation, affinity purification, input and immunoprecipitation DNA recovery, and ChIP-seq library preparation.
Formaldehyde cross-linked chromatin for ChIP-seq experiments with antibodies against proteins and histone modifications was prepared from 1.5 × 10 8 cells of each NMC cell line and 293TRex-Flag-BRD4NUT-HA as described (Alekseyenko et al. 2015) . Chromatin from 0.8 g of 1015 patient tissue ) was prepared as follows: Frozen tissue was ground to a powder with a ceramic mortar and pestle chilled with liquid N 2 . The powder was immediately transferred into a 50-mL Falcon tube filled with 9 mL of NEB buffer (10% sucrose, 20 mM HEPES at pH 7.6, 10 mM NaCl, 3 mM MgCl 2 , 0.5% Triton, 0.1 mM PMSF). The mixture was vortexed for 15 sec to break up the clumps, and, immediately after, 45 mL of PBS and 0.5 mL of 37% formaldehyde were added to the tube. The resulting mixture was incubated for 25 min at 25°C on an orbital shaker platform with gentle mixing (150 rpm). Washing and chromatin-shearing steps were performed as described (Alekseyenko et al. 2015) .
Affinity purification was performed as described (Kharchenko et al. 2011) . Input and immunoprecipitation, DNA recovery, and ChIP-seq library preparation were performed as described (Alekseyenko et al. 2015) . The following antibodies against proteins and histone modifications were used for ChIP-seq experiments: 10 µL of anti-H3K27ac (Active Motif, catalog no. 39133) per immunoprecipitation, 15 µL of anti-H3K9ac (Abcam, catalog no. ab12179) per immunoprecipitation, 2 µL of anti-H3K14ac (Abcam, catalog no. ab52946) per immunoprecipitation, 3 µL of anti-H3K36me3 (Abcam, catalog no. ab9050) per immunoprecipitation, 10 µL of anti-P300 (Bethyl Laboratories, catalog no. A300-358A), 5 µL of anti-BRD4-SL (Bethyl Laboratories, catalog no. A301-985A) per immunoprecipitation against short and long isoforms of BRD4, 15 µL of anti-BRD4-L (Active Motif, catalog no. 39909) per immunoprecipitation against long isoforms of BRD4, and 15 µL anti-NUT per immunoprecipitation (Cell Signaling, catalog no. 3625).
ChIP-seq reads were aligned to the human reference genome (GRCh38 assembly) using Bowtie (version 0.12.5), retaining only uniquely mapped reads. Smoothed enrichment profiles were generated using the SPP package (Kharchenko et al. 2008 ) using a smoothing bandwidth of 5 kb for browser screenshot figures and 1 kb for the rest of the analysis.
Recovery and analysis of nascent RNA Nascent RNA purification was based on the Nascent-seq protocol (Khodor et al. 2011; Ferrari et al. 2013) . TC-797 and 1015 cells (2 × 10 6 ) were grown in 100-mm dishes. JQ1 was added to the medium to a final concentration of 500 nM for TC-797 cells or 2 µM for 1015 cells. Briefly, cells were harvested and homogenized three times with a 25-guage needle in 1 mL of CSK buffer (15 mM HEPES at pH 7.8, 100 mM NaCl, 3 mM MgCl 2 , 1 mM EGTA, 500 mM sucrose, 0.5% Triton X-100, Complete protease inhibitor [Roche], 0.5× SUPERaseIN [Life Technologies]) to isolate the nuclei. Nuclei were collected by centrifugation and resuspended in 80 µL of CF buffer (10 mM Tris at pH 8.0, 100 mM NaCl, 25 mM EDTA, 1× SUPERaseIN; Life Technologies). Immediately afterward, 1 mL of NUN buffer (1.5 M UREA, 20 mM HEPES at pH 7.8, 300 mM NaCl, 7.5 mM MgCl 2 , 500 mM EDTA, 1% NP40) was added, and the sample was vortexed to lyse the nuclei. The mixture was incubated on ice with occasional agitation for 10 min to allow precipitation of genomic DNA and core histones together with engaged RNA polymerase II and nascent transcripts. After the sample was spun 20,000g for 10 min at 4°C, the pellet was washed twice with NUN buffer. Next, the pellet was resuspended in 700 µL of CF buffer supplemented with 1% SDS and 1 mg/mL Proteinase K using a 25-guage needle and incubated for 60 min at 55°C. The lysate was extracted with phenol/chloroform. Nucleic acids were precipitated, dissolved in H 2 O, and treated with Turbo DNase I (Ambion) for 60 min at 37°C to eliminate DNA contamination. Fifty nanograms of nascent RNA was used to make the RNA library for Illumina following the instructions provided by the manufacturer for the NEBNext ultra directional RNA library preparation kit (New England Biolabs).
Nascent RNA-seq reads were first aligned to the human reference genome using Bowtie (version 0.12.5) with the maximum insert size (-X) set to 100,000, keeping only uniquely mapped reads. HTSeq (Anders et al. 2015 ) was used to count reads mapped to genes (using Gencode version 21 annotation). DESeq (Anders and Huber 2010) was subsequently employed to estimate nascent transcription levels and analyze differential expression between TC-797 following and prior to JQ1 treatment and between 293TRex following and before BRD4-NUT induction.
Total RNA extraction and quantification by qRT-PCR Total RNA was extracted from 1 × 10 6 TC-797 or 1015 cells by a standard TRIzol extraction (Life Technologies) followed by RNA purification and removal of genomic DNA with RNeasy Plus kit (Qiagen). The Vilo cDNA synthesis kit (Invitrogen) was used to reverse-transcribe RNA. To quantify transcript levels, real-time PCR was performed on an ABI 7000 machine as described (Larschan et al. 2007 ). qPCR primer sequences are provided in Supplemental Table S2 .
siRNA transfections
For TC-797, 1015, and PER403 cells, 1.5 × 10 6 cells were transfected with 50 nM siRNA using the RNAiMAX (Invitrogen, catalog no. 13778) reverse transfection protocol and plated to a 100-mm cell culture dish. siGENOME nontargeting siRNA #4 (Dharmacon, catalog no. D-001210-04) was used as a negative control. All other siRNAs are included in Supplemental Table S2 .
Immunofluorescence and immunohistochemistry
Immunofluorescence on TC-797, 797TRex-Flag-BRD4-NUT-HA, and 293TRex-Flag-BRD4-NUT-HA cells was performed as described previously (Reynoird et al. 2010) , and nuclei were counterstained with ProLong Gold anti-fade reagent with 4 ′ ,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) (Life Technologies, catalog no. P36935). Primary antibodies used were anti-NUT (1:1000; Cell Signaling, catalog no. 3625), anti-H3K27ac (1:2000; Active Motif, catalog no. 39133), and anti-HA (1:1000; Covance Research Products, catalog no. MMS-101R). Secondary antibodies included goat anti-rabbit Alexa fluor 594 and goat anti-mouse Alexa fluor 488 (1:1000; Life Technologies, catalog nos. A-11012 and A-11001). Photographs were taken on a Nikon Eclipse E600 fluorescent microscope using a Spot RTSlider camera (Diagnostic Instruments, Inc.) and Spot Advanced software (Diagnostic Instruments, Inc.). Diagnostic immunohistochemistry of a human NMC was performed as described (Haack et al. 2009 ).
Immunofluorescence analysis of 384-well plated NMC cells TC-797 cells were transfected in 384-well format using 50 nM siRNAs, including siPVT1, sip63, and siMED24 (see Supplemental Table S2 ), as described previously . Cells were stained with AE1/AE3 antibody (1:250; Dako, catalog no. M351501-2) to measure keratin intensity and ki-67 antibody (1:600; Cell Signalling, catalog no. 9129S) to quantify cell division, and nuclei were stained with 4 µg/mL Hoechst 33342 (Molecular Probes). Imaging for keratin expression was performed using the ImageXpress high-throughput microscope with MetaXpress software (Molecular Devices) as described previously (Senapedis et al. 2011) . Each condition was performed in triplicate in 384-well plate format in three separate experiments. Cell number was calculated using MetaXpress with multiwavelength cell scoring. Keratin expression was scored as average immunofluorescence pixel intensity per cell.
H3K27ac and BRD4-NUT enrichment domain identification
For each cell type, the domains of H3K27ac enrichment were first identified using a three-state hidden Markov model (HMM). Specifically, the Gaussian emission means were set at μ + 2σ, enriched; μ, neutral; μ − 2σ, depleted on log 2 scale, where μ and σ denote the genome-wide mean and standard deviation of the genome-wide H3K27ac enrichment profile. The transition probability from the neutral state was set at 10 −6 , and the return probability was set at 10 −3 .
Oncogenic BRD4-NUT megadomains
To account for variations in the ChIP efficiency, the emission means and transition probabilities for estimating the BRD4-NUT domains were optimized to maximize concordance with the H3K27ac domains detected in the corresponding cell (293TRex, TC-797, and 1015 tissue and 1015 cell lines). For the cell types where H3K27ac ChIP-seq data were not available (PER-403, 10326 , and 797TRex), HMM parameters for BRD4-NUT domain estimation were optimized for concordance with H3K27ac in TC-797.
Megadomain identification
An inflection point was identified in the size distribution of enrichment domains in 293T 4 h after BRD4-NUT induction (Fig.  1D) . The corresponding domain size at the inflection point was 96 kb and was used as a minimal size cutoff for the subsequent megadomain detection. Enrichment domains exceeding the inflection point were called as "megadomains" in all of the examined cell types.
TAD boundary detection
To detect the boundaries of TADs, we calculated the following score for each 21-bin (bin size = 5 kb) sliding window along the diagonal of the observed/expected Hi-C interaction matrix (from GM12878 cells) (Rao et al. 2014) :
where A, B, C, and D are the sum of the upper left, lower left, upper right, and lower right block matrices (10 × 10) of the square Hi-C interaction frequency matrix (21 × 21).
Accession numbers
ChIP-seq and RNA-seq data will be available in Gene Expression Omnibus with accession number GSE70868.
